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DEMETRE, Margaret [Katalanos]. Unchained Desire. New York: Comet Press Books (1959).
$400
1

First edition. Octavo. 188pp. Fine in near fine dustwrapper with small chips at the spine ends and slight spine-toning. Novel of interracial love:
daughter of an aristocratic Cuban planter falls in love with the son of a raise prejudiced family, learns she has black blood. Almost certainly a vanity
press production, the author was born Margaret Katalanos and raised in Savannah, of Greek-born parents. OCLC locates two copies, both in
Georgia. [BTC#424029]

ZANE. The Sisters of APF: The Indoctrination of Soror Ride Dick. New York: Atria Books (2003)
$25
2

First edition. Small quarto. 284pp. Slight soiling on page edges else fine in fine dustwrapper. Novel about a black sexually-oriented sorority.
[BTC#424647]

(African-Americana). ALS, Hilton. The Women. New York: Farrar Straus and Giroux (1996)
$375
3

First edition. Fine in fine dustwrapper. African-American New Yorker staff-writer’s first book. Inscribed by the author to Gloria Jones, widow of
author James Jones: “for dear Gloria, with admiration and affection, of course. Hilton.” [BTC#92269]

4 PRITCHARD,
no publisher no date]

A[lbert Lingo, Jr.]. Death’s Tit (A Collection of Poems, Songs and Visions). [No place:

$250
First edition. Octavo. 48pp. Stapled wrappers. Ink owner name and address at the bottom of title page, and some sunning along the spine with tiny
spot at foot, near fine. A self-published collection of poetry about sex and desire from what appears to be a bisexual African-American poet with some
relation to the St. Mark’s Poetry Project. OCLC locates no copies. [BTC#342337]

5 MILNER, Christina and
Little, Brown and Company (1972)

Richard Milner. Black Players: The Secret World of Black Pimps. Boston:

$100
First edition. Neat ownership signature of a noted collector, fine in about fine dustwrapper with a touch of rubbing and a tiny tear. Advance
Review Copy with publisher’s slip lid in. Anthropological study of The Life by a husband and wife team who immersed themselves in the culture.
[BTC#418094]

DAVISSON, D. David. Black Orgies. (New York: Erika Press 1970)
$125
6

First edition. Trade paperback original. Octavo. 191, [1]pp. Full color inserted photographic plates of sexual activity. Wrappers rubbed, overall
very good or better. Purported to be about the depredations and voodoo sex rites in the French Quarter of New Orleans, the plates are particularly
racy for the time, as indicated by the notice that “All photos posed by professional models in Europe, editorial content is not to be construed as
condoning an action.” X-rated. Many but not all of the subject of the photos are black. [BTC#425447]

